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ou can imagine how hard it is to
be a ‘new’ injector, It’s not
always easy to find willing test
subjects even if you’re trained by
Meesha Aesthetics. Injector’s Dee,
Desiree, Tessa and Sarah are working
hard to pass their Meesha Exams in an
eﬀort be accessible to the standard
client base. For that to happen they
begin injecting on their families and
friends, and eventually on the Meesha
Staﬀ (and their families.
Enter Frankie - He’s no stranger to
Botox, he’s been Chris’ significant
other for 8 years now, and
has been getting botox
for 6 of them! Typically
Frankie’s injector is his
mother - in - law / our
lead injector Michelle.
For years now she’s
faithfully injected Frankie
with 55 units of botox
spread across his
Frontalis and Glabeller.
As
An over expressive person
his botox lasts about two and a half
months instead of the standard 3-4.
When Chris First brought up the idea of
being a ‘model patient’ for our
injectors-in training, Frankie was of
course hesitant. After all, this is his
face we’re talking about and what if he
ended up with brow ptosis - aka
Drop Brow!

Chris reminded him, that even if that
occurred, we could remedy it, but also
appeased his fears and let him know
Michelle would be in the room to
ensure proper botox
placement!
Frankie agreed to the
treatment and rode with
Chris to the oﬃce when
morning. Cranky due to
the 530am alarm, Chris
made sure to load
Frankie up with Caﬀeine
and donuts from
YumYums on the
way.
It should be noted
that it’s important to
eat breakfast before an injectables
treatment to avoid nausea. Caﬀeine
can be tricky, increased blood flow
can increase the chances of
bruising, but not by enough for us
to say ‘ NO COFFEE.’
At the visit Injector Dee consulted the
notes previously recorded by Michelle.
She noted where Michelle had injected
in the past, and how many units per
area. With a wax pencil she marked
Frankie’s forehead and Waited for
Michelle’s approval.
Not so shockingly, Dee was able to
correctly mark the client, even though
he was her first male patient, Dee

remembered that marking a male
patient requires extra units and higher
markings to avoid a cave man heavy
brow.
Dee also asked Frankie the ever
important question do you want to be
‘frozen’ or do you
want movement.
Frankie prefers
moment because
he’s so expressive.
His goal is to avoid
hard etched lines,
while also allowing
him to raise his
brows.
Here he is pictured
(with his
grandfather) 2
weeks after his botox appointment.
As you can see Injector Dee totally
nailed his request. He can still raise his
brows enough to take a photo, but the
lines aren’t deep.
Those dynamic moving lines aren’t
strong enough to become static stuck
lines that he’d need Microneedling to
treat.
When asked if he’s visit with an injector
in Training again he said “You know, I
was nervous, but I should have known
anyone trained by Meesha was going
to be a rock star, 10/10 would try
again!”

